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ALL ABOUT MATERIALS. 

 

_we deliver 
innovation, design, 
promotion  
for materials 
manufacturers  
and users_ 
Materially helps companies in the development 
and promotion of sustainable innovation 
starting from materials. 
We work with a focus on Circular Economy and 
intelligent innovation thanks to design thinking 
methods and a broad background of 
international projects and experiences. 



We use materials to help your team: 

_inspire the 
creative 
process_ 

_source 
material 
solutions 

_innovate 
products and 
processes_ 



source 

innovate 

We operate in synergy with your project development workflow:  

PROBLEM 
SETTING 

CONCEPT  
DESIGN 

PRODUCT 
IDEATION 

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 

PRODUCT 
UPDATE 

MANU 
FACTURING 

inspire 

_material innovation 
workshops 
_material trends reports 
_in-house libraries 

_material scouting for 
concept development 
_material scouting for 
cfm design 
_design of materials 

_material research to 
answer technical needs 
or supply issues 

ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES 



source 

innovate 

We support your transition towards circularity:  

PROBLEM 
SETTING 

CONCEPT  
DESIGN 

PRODUCT 
IDEATION 

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 

PRODUCT 
UPDATE 

MANU 
FACTURING 

inspire 

_materials for the circular 
shift workshop 
_sustainable materials’ 
guidelines / handbook 

_scouting of materials 
for circular design 
_start-ups monitoring 

_material research to 
reduce a product’s 
impact  

ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES 



Expertise and methodology 

KNOWLEDGE COMPETENCES PROJECTS 

generating 

INNOVATION CLOUD OUR TEAM OUR CLIENTS 

through into 

_we constantly monitor 
material innovation by 

connecting with 
manufacturers, technology 
providers, research centers, 
universities, start-ups, and 

the design world in general.   

_we listen to and tune with 
our Clients’ needs to deliver 

right what is needed, and 
constantly interact with the 
internal teams in order to 
adjust the research as the 

project proceeds. 

_with a 15+ years 
experience in tackling 

with materials, 
technology, design, and 
innovation, we quickly 

translate our knowledge 
on materials into answers 

for our Clients. 



Collaboration formats: 

_tailor-made 
projects 

_multiclient 
services 

_on-call 
packages 
an annual program that gives 
you access to all our services 
on an hourly basis 
HOW IT WORKS 
_the Company purchases a pre-
set package; 
_when in need, the Company 
asks for support: the project 
content and brief is defined in a 
meeting or a call. 
_weekly reports on the progress 
of the project and time 
consumption are provided. 

researches responding a 
specific need of the Company  
HOW IT WORKS 
_the project content and brief 
are defined in a meeting or a 
call (NDA can be signed); 
_we define a program and 
develop a quotation based on 
the brief; 
_if the quotation is approved by 
the Company, a PO is issued 
and the project starts. 

_materials for the circular shift 
workshop 
a workshop for the Company 
team to introduce main 
circularity drivers for materials, 
applied to internal case studies. 

_materially insight kit 
bi-monthly updates on materials 
trends on pre-defined sectors. 



Deliverables 

_deliverables are agreed upon 
with the Company and can 
include: 
MATERIAL SHEETS with 
description, images, 
manufacturer’s contacts 
SAMPLES 
CFM MOODBOARD 
In form of: 
.PDF DOCUMENT 
PRESENTATION TO TEAMS 
WORKSHOP WITH TEAMS 

_examples 

INTRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGY
Technologies have not been treated as trends 
but rather as opportunities to evaluate the feasibility 
of a certain scenario (e.g. foldable screens are not a 
a_R[Q�Oba�ZNf�OR�b`RQ�a\�VZ]YRZR[a�N�S\YQNOYR�Z\OVYR�
ON`RQ�`PR[N_V\��

/R`VQR`��NcNVYNOYR�aRPU[\Y\TVR`�N_R�much more ahead 
than what the average consumer is available to accept, 
or to pay for.

However, `aNaR�\S�aUR�N_a��aRPU[\Y\TVR` have been 
explored, although they will be taken into account later 
when developing the scenarios.

gestural interfaces
wearables

digital smell

wireless 
chargers

projection virtual keyboard

augmented reality

space sensors

smart paint

nanotechnologies

NFC

ºReVOYR�`P_RR[`

3D printing
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OVERVIEW

HYBRIDIZATION

LIVING IN THE FAST LANE

PERMANENTLY CONNECTED

PERSONAL SYMBOLS

SERVICES INTO SYSTEMS

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

SAFETY & CONTROL

HARDWARE MATTERS

OBJECT SERVICE USER SOCIETYEACH TREND IS DESCRIBED BY:
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support 
cases

open issues 
(themes and 

topics forecasting 
possible scenarios and 

aiming at enriching 
the discussion upon 

a_R[Q`�

general 
description of the 
phenomenon (not 
just related to the 
Z\OVYR�`RPa\_�

name/
title

how 
the trend 
NßRPa`�aUR�

mobile 
industry

object:
the tangible 

product and the 
way it is conceived, 

designed and 
manufactured

service:
the service 
provided by 

the object

user:
us people as 
individuals

society:
us people as a 

society

Trends 
can be 

originated 
and focused 

around:
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HYBRID OBJECTS1
<OWRPa`�aR[Q�a\�V[aRT_NaR�QVßR_R[a�Sb[PaV\[`��S\_�_RN`\[`�\S�`]NPR�
or commercial opportunity.

AS THE WATCH IS LOSING ITS MEANING AS AN ONLY TIME-RELATED 
PRODUCT, IT CAN BE REVIVED BY ADDING NEW, MORE ADVANCED 
FUNCTIONS.

REPORTED FROM: USA

AS HOMES TEND TO GET SMALLER, FURNITURE INCORPORATE 
DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS THAT HELP SAVING SPACE.

AUR�6aNYVN[�P\Z]N[f�0NZ]RTTV��`]RPVNYVgV[T�V[�a_N[`S\_ZNOYR�]_\QbPa`��
V[a_\QbPRQ�N�Q\bOYR�ORQ�aUNa�V[RT_NaR`�aUR�BC�YNZ]�Sb[PaV\[�

Developed by Connectedevice ltd., the ‘Cookoo’ analog watch interfaces with 
`ZN_a]U\[R`��\ßR_V[T�Na�N�TYN[PR�V[S\_ZNaV\[��S_\Z�AdVaaR_��PNYR[QN_`��R�ZNVY�
programs, Facebook, calls, and other applications. The integration occurs via 
OYbRa\\aU�!���
Other similar watches integrating computer functions are being developed in 
other countries.

REPORTED FROM: ITALY

#1
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MATERIAL SAMPLES BOXES 

CFM SCENARIOS 

MATERIAL TREND REPORTS 

MATERIAL 
SAMPLES 



We are 

RESEARCH&CONSULTING: 
_Micol Costi 
_Anna Pellizzari 
_Claudia Reder 
_Valentina Ventrelli 
 
EU PROJECTS: 
_Daniela Amandolese 
_Veronica Sarbach 
 
PROMOTION&EVENTS: 
_Federica Pastonesi 
_Daniela Scalia 
_Giovanna Sicignano 
_Monica Sozzi 

A 430 mq space located in 
Building 16 of the former 
Ansaldo Group industrial 
complex, where we host 
seminars, workshop, events on 
material innovation. 

_team 

_facilities PRESIDENT: 
Rodrigo Rodriquez 
CEO: 
Emilio Genovesi 

Materially Srl Impresa Sociale 
Viale Sarca 336 Ed. 16 
20126 Milano - Italy 
T +39 02 8689 1721 
CF / P.IVA IT10972870967  
E info@materially.eu 
materially.eu 
 


